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«Perfection is not reached when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing more to leave out» 
(Antoine de Saint-Exupéry). 

This quotation guided us in the development of purus., as even the most sustainable materials should not be wasted. In order to 
save natural resources, only the most essential materials are consciously used for this assortment. We have gone to our limits, 
because the two components of the brushes directly influence each other. The brush bodies are designed to be as narrow as possible 
but just wide enough to accommodate the optimum amount of bristles. More is not needed, but less is also not possible. Customers
expect unlimited functionality from Ebnat. purus. meets these expectations despite its resource-saving design

The assortment

 100% renewable materials and therefore CO2-friendly

 Handle: untreated Swiss FSC beech wood

 Bristles: bioplastic made from castor oil

 Vegan

 Unique and resource-saving design

 All kitchen products with a practical hanging hole

 Best functionality in Ebnat quality

 Branding without any printing inks thanks to modern laser technology

 Beautiful accessoires for every home

Why purus. is the right choice bottle brush
Product description the purus. - bottle brush with a length of 345mm is the optimal and 

sustainable supplement to the currently very high demand for durable drinking 
bottles. Thanks to the elaborate trimming and the long, narrow handle, even 
hard-to-reach places are very easy to reach through small openings.

glass brush
Product description The purus. glass brush is the ideal aide for cleaning chamagne-, wine- and

water glasses. The very soft trimming prevents sesitive glasses from scratching. 
Thanks to the elaborate bristle cut even hard-to-reach places are very easy to 
reach.

dish brush
Product description The purus. dish brush impresses with its modest, ergonomic and very

functional design. Its ergonomics lays very comfortable in your hand and
enables a perfect exertion of pressure. To do the dishes is almost fun with this
brush.
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dustpan and brush
Product description The purus. dustpan and brush is a practical everyday helper. It convinces with 

its simple and beautiful appearance as well as with the elaborate and compact 
design. It can be placed on the countertop as a home accessory and is always 
ready to hand, or easy stowed away to save space. 

It is suitable as conventional dustpan and brush for floors but also for surfaces 
such as countertops or tables.

broom
Product description This brooms narrow, dense and dimensionally stable bristle field picks up every 

speck of dust. Dust and dirt particles are not swirled around, but remain in a 
heap as desired. You don't have to hide this handsome floor wiper but if 
desired it can still be stowed away very space-saving thanks to its slim 
appearance. 

rarely seen.
a family so harmonious.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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